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NEC UNIVERGE® DT400 & DT800 Terminals Now Available
NEC Corporation of America (NEC) is pleased to announce the release of the
UNIVERGE DT400 and DT800 family of terminals. The new DT400 and DT800 series
include an LCD screen to deliver powerful user applications such as presence, Caller
ID-screen pops and XML interfaces for industry-specific functions.
The business telephone has evolved into a “smart device” and the new NEC DT400 and
DT800 series prove this beyond a doubt.
These advanced terminals are flexible,
simple to use and can be easily customized to display information that users need to
excel at their jobs. That is why NEC refers to the DT series as “digital terminals”
(DT400) and IP terminals” (DT800) as opposed to “phones”.
The terminals provide an opportunity for NEC associates to gain a competitive edge by
discussing role-based communications (RBC) with their customers. The RBC approach
puts people squarely at the center of business communications so that they are
functioning at maximum capacity within their roles, rather than letting technology
determine how they communicate.

The DT400 and DT800 Family of Terminals
The DT400 and DT800 desktop terminals are designed to operate with the NEC
UNIVERGE SV9000-series communications platform, providing employees with a stateof-the-art solution that goes above and beyond traditional voice delivery.
Standard, integrated features and tools enable employees to be more productive. It’s
out-of-the box design provides a cost-effective solution that means increased
productivity and efficiency with little complexity.
Each model delivers the following enhancements over the previous generation:
• Thinner design: Terminals have resurfaced side panels that are made to look
visibly thinner than the previous generation.
• Improved visibility of line/feature keys: Line/feature keys are transparent and
allow for full illumination. In addition, the keys are equipped to illuminate with one of
the three color LEDs (red, amber or green) to provide additional indication of active
function/status.
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• Enhanced visibility of the dial pad: Light emitting from around the dial keys
provide more visibility of the keypad in dark spaces.
• Increased size of the message waiting indication: New terminals’ MWI is double
the size of the previous design in order to be more visible from both in front and
behind the unit.
The new terminals maintain the most valued features from the previous generation. This
includes desi and desi-less mode options, superior audio quality, handset/hands-free
speakerphone, backlit displays, multi-party conferencing and multi-language LCD
options. The IP units (DT800) still have support for color or grayscale displays, XML
enablement for application integration as well as connectivity via built-in dual Ethernet
support or dual-fast Ethernet support.

Entry-Level Terminal (DT410)

The DT410 is an affordable, reliable digital terminal designed for walk-up users in
building lobbies and other public spaces. Both models come in a black color (only) and
offer fixed feature keys including conference, transfer, hold mute, two way speaker
phone (half duplex) and backlit dial pad. The two-button terminal comes without a
backlit display while the six-button comes with a grayscale display. The DT710 will
remain the entry level option in the IP terminal line.

Value Line providing a fixed line size (DT430 and DT830)

The terminals include the DT430 and DT830, which deliver basic communications
features at an affordable price point. The terminals are ideal for enterprises and call
centers alike and can be deployed alongside other NEC terminals. DT430 and DT830
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terminals combine the features of traditional and IP desktop phones, delivering
capability often found in higher price devices. For employees accustomed to traditional
digital telephones, the desi 12--button and 24-button models offer familiar user
interfaces. They include grayscale displays, headset jack and fixed keys for conference,
transfer and hold. The value line also has an available 32-line key desi-less phone,
which lowers the cost for adds/moves key information that is downloaded and displayed
on the device.
All models feature high-quality full-duplex speakerphones, headset jack and line/feature
buttons that have three LED (red, green and amber) color options. The DT830 expands
the capability by providing backlit XML display for application integration, dual-port
10/100 Ethernet jack, PoE enablement and voice compression support.
The 24-button desi terminal can be upgraded in the field to a 32-button terminal with an
8LK line add-on.
Value Line providing Flexible line size (DT830G)

DT830DG: Gray Display Units

DT830CG: Color Display Units
The DT830G is a versatile enterprise-grade IP terminal that delivers both basic
communication features as well as advanced options for XML applications, adapter addons and upgradable line kits. These feature-rich, multi-line terminals come in black only
and are offered only in an IP format. This class is ideal for users requiring access to
more sophisticated system features allowing button size from 12, 24,32 desi display and
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a desi-less unit (supporting up to 32-line keys). The terminal is equipped with either a
full color backlit 4.3” display or a backlit gray scale display. The full illuminated line keys
provide 3 color support (red, green and amber) for a 12 -24- and 32-button terminal.
All models support full Gigabit (10/100/1000), include a headset jack, full duplex
speakerphone capability, XML support for application integration, PoE enablement,
voice compression support and support external adapters for enhanced functionality.

Compatibility:
The DT400 and DT800 terminals will be evaluated and fully supported on the SV9000
product line. Additional information about the compatibility with the SV8000 product line
is detailed in the DT 400 and DT800 release note.

Ordering and Acceptance:
NEC will begin accepting orders for the DT400 & DT800 terminals on September 2nd,
2014. The first shipment will be within 30 day ARO.
The terminals will be configurable in MasterQuote no later than 30th of September,
2014. Until MQ release, purchase orders noting the part number, quantity, terminal
name and the appropriate dealer terminal cost will be accepted by NEC order entry.

Pricing:
Digital (DT400) and IP terminals (DT800) terminals that have the same line keys sizes
(excluding Gigabit terminals) will have the same price points. This means a twelvebutton digital terminal will have the same MSRP as a twelve-button IP terminal.
Additional pricing information about the product breakdown will be posted in the terminal
pricing book.
Document #

Name

Description

PBK2900-14-008

NEC Wired Terminal
Pricing

Pricing Book for all NEC wired
products
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Documentation:
User Guides, configuration guides and quick installation material-will be posted on the
NEC NTAC documentation website September 30, 2014.
The following are a list of additional source material documents related to the DT
terminals that will be posted on the Information portal page during the month of
September.
Document #

Name

Description

R290-14-033

DT400 & DT800 Release
notes

Release note specific to
DT400/DT800 and accessories

R290-08-011

Analog Port Adapter with
Ringer (APR-L)

Release note for APR-L

R290-08-013

DSS Console

Release note for DSS Console

R290-13-029aa

IAA version 2 release
notes

Release note for IAA version 2

R290-08-012

Ancillary Device Adapter(ADA)

Release note for ADA

RN27-13-075aa

DT Wi-Fi adapter

Release note for WFA-Z/WFA-C
adapter

R290-13-028aa

EHS functionality

Release note for EHS cable

Thank you for your continued patronage of the UNIVERGE family of products.
Associates should contact their regional NEC Account Manager or Sales Engineer with
any questions. Authorized Resellers should direct inquiries to their Distributor.
Sincerely,

Edward Ashley
Global Product Line Manager for VoIP
Email: ed.ashley@necect.com
Http: www.necam.com

